
When a typhoon is approaching, pay great attention to typhoon reports on the TV and radio.

Types of warnings and emergency warnings and the conducting of classes and final examinations by area.

Cancellation details:

If a storm or other warning is canceled before 6:30 a.m., classes will start from the first period.

If a storm or other warning is canceled between 6:31 a.m. and 11:00 a.m., class will start from the third period.

If a storm or other warning is canceled between 11:01 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., class will start from the sixth period.

If a storm or other warning is canceled after 4:01 p.m., all classes will be canceled.

If they cannot take an examination,
administer a makeup examination.

Storm surge emergency
warning

Main island
of Okinawa

If students cannot safely attend, do not
count as an absence.
If they cannot take an examination,
administer a makeup examination.

Others
Main island
of Okinawa

To be decided through consultation between the university
president and the director in charge of education.

A request
will be

needed at a
later date

High wave emergency
warning

Main island
of Okinawa

If students cannot safely attend, do not
count as an absence.

Heavy emergency warning

Except for
central and
southern
students

If students cannot safely attend, do not
count as an absence.
If they cannot take an examination,
administer a makeup examination.

Class: Canceled

Final examination: Postponed until make-up day

Warning・Emergency Warning Issued Area Conducting of classes and final examinations

Storm
warning

Storm warning
Storm

emergency
warning

Main island
of Okinawa

Class: Canceled

Final examination: Postponed until make-up day

Heavy rain
emergency
warning

Central and
southern

cities, towns
& villages

１． 

３． 

Note: The issuing and cancellation times for storm warnings depend on announcements by the Okinawa  

(１) 

６：３０ 

Storm warning 

canceled before 

８：３０ 

Enclosure (University of the Ryukyus Class and Final Examination Policies when  

           a particular warning has been issued related to a storm warning or the weather) 

(２) 

６：３１ １２：５０ １１：００ 

(３) 

Storm warning 

canceled between 

(３) 

１１：０１ １８：００ １６：００ 

Storm warning 

canceled between 

(４) 

１６：０１ 

※Night class from 

sixth period through 

eighth period 

２１：５５ １８：００ 

Storm warning 

canceled after 

２． 

※Classes will start from 

third period. 

※Classes will start from 

sixth period. 

※Classes will start from 

first period. 


